DHL Global Forwarding’s worldwide network enables door-to-door movement, visibility and control of all international ocean freight. With over 330 ocean freight offices, each with a dedicated freight team you can be assured that your needs in both quality and coverage are served.

We will identify your optimal logistics solution in terms of best time-to-cost variation. Based on the specific requirements, DHL can consolidate your LCL (Less than Container Load) shipments or arrange for your FCL (Full Container Load) needs. Our long term relationships with carriers, allows us to offer you delivery flexibility and a competitive price.

DHL Global Forwarding is not only a leading Ocean Freight forwarder but through Danmar Lines, our own NVOCC (Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier) we can act as your virtual carrier for both LCL and FCL. As the carrier we are able to issue our own Bills of Lading giving us greater control in the cost and movement of your cargo.

DHL’s tracking & tracing system provides full transparency along the entire supply chain. Our Information Management Systems provide complete visibility and can easily take care of updating your in-house IT systems, as well notifying custom authorities and your contractors of all shipment details.

With the help of the INTTRA portal, which links DHL to the carriers’ systems, we are able to offer faster document processing whilst increasing shipment visibility during transit.

DHL Global Forwarding’s worldwide team uses the latest freight forwarding shipping tools, which you can rely on to manage your shipments’ specific needs. Our personal commitment to deliver proactive worldwide solutions is the foundation on which DHL Global Forwarding is built upon.
DHL CARGO INSURANCE

DHL is acknowledged within the industry for its insurance expertise. On top of the standard industry liability, we provide insurance services that offer you financial protection against the risk of physical loss or damage, from almost any external cause. Every year we insure billions of euros worth of cargo. This gives us tremendous buying power and more favorable pricing than most shippers can command on their own. We offer a broad range of insurance programs, including all-risk coverage for ocean, air, ground, warehousing, and heavy industrial projects.

SECURITY PROGRAM

DHL Global Forwarding’s high security standards have set the benchmark within the freight forwarding industry. Being one of the first logistics companies to join the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program, we have been successfully certified and validated by US Customs. With an experienced global security team and a growing network of highly secured locations worldwide, DHL Global Forwarding is the right partner to handle your supply chain security requirements.

OCEAN SECURE

DHL OCEAN SECURE is the newest Ocean Freight FCL product developed to meet your increasing demand for enhanced security, real time visibility and greater reliability. By deploying container security devices enabled with GPS technology and GSM/GPRS (mobile) or satellite networks, DHL OCEAN SECURE provides you with a real-time monitoring solution for your higher-value ocean freight shipments.
FULL CONTAINER LOAD (FCL)

- As one of the largest ocean freight providers for FCL, our global annual volumes are close to 2,750,000 TEUs (Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit).
- Our specialized and dedicated purchase management team negotiates our global volumes with first-class carriers to ensure quality, space allotment and optimal pricing.
- Through our web enabled IT solutions, we are able to provide visibility and transparency of your shipments, giving you peace of mind that your shipments are in safe hands.
- To guarantee the best possible procurement with the carriers, our team of specialist negotiators will leverage DHL’s global volume potential to secure you the most competitive freight rates. Purchasing through our Carrier Procurement Program ensures that you are not burdened with excessive ocean freight costs or insufficient contracts.
LESS THAN CONTAINER LOAD (LCL)

- At DHL Global Forwarding we recognise the importance of LCL which is why we invest heavily into the systems development. Our global annual LCL volumes are close to 2,000,000 cbms.
- We offer a comprehensive global network for both traditional LCL as well as LCL/FCL or 'Buyers consolidations' from both single and multiple countries.
- DHL Global Forwarding’s in house systems control cargo flow, shipment information, speed, accuracy and cost efficiency giving you greater assurance that we are managing your full shipment requirements.
- Our first priority is to serve all major markets with direct consolidations from our strong network of National Gateways. Multinational Gateways act as backup for direct consolidations by running in-house feeder systems in most major markets.
- DHL Global Forwarding carries over 97% of its total LCL volumes in house. Co-loading out with third party NVOCCs is always the last option.
- By working with reputable carriers, we offer a fast, cost efficient and reliable LCL service, which aims to build on your company’s competitiveness.
- All LCL services are accompanied by a suite of web-enabled IT solutions including shipment tracking and order monitoring.

DHL INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN

DHL International Supply Chain (ISC) provides a centre of excellence for the management and integration of international supply chains. Our service approach links customer’s country of origin supply chains with their destination market requirements, in a solution designed to deliver value, reduce costs and improve efficiencies. This integrated service is centrally managed through a single point. Key services include; purchase order management, origin services, supplier management, information management, supply chain consultancy and transport management.